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Sparse elimination exploits the structure of a multivariate polynomial by consider-
ing its Newton polytope instead of its total degree. We concentrate on polynomial
systems that generate zero-dimensional ideals. A monomial basis for the coordinate
ring is defined from a mixed subdivision of the Minkowski sum of the Newton
polytopes. We offer a new simple proof relying on the construction of a sparse
resultant matrix, which leads to the computation of a multiplication map and all
common zeros. The size of the monomial basis equals the mixed volume and its
computation is equivalent to computing the mixed volume, so the latter is a measure
of intrinsic complexity. On the other hand, our algorithms have worst-case complex-
ity proportional to the volume of the Minkowski sum. In order to derive bounds
in terms of the sparsity parameters, we establish new bounds on the Minkowski
sum volume as a function of mixed volume. To this end, we prove a lower bound on
mixed volume in terms of Euclidean volume which is of independent interest.  1996
Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Sparse elimination theory generalizes several results of classical elimina-
tion theory on multivariate polynomial systems by considering the structure
of the given polynomials, namely the coefficients which are a priori zero
and the support and Newton polytopes defined by the nonzero coefficients.
This leads to stronger algebraic and combinatorial results in general, whose
complexity depends on effective rather than total degree, as illustrated in
the next section. The foundations were laid in the work of Gelfand et al. [19].
The central object in elimination theory is the resultant, which character-
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izes the solvability of an overconstrained system in a certain field by provid-
ing a condition independent of the variables. For this, it is also known as
the eliminant of a polynomial system. The sparse resultant considers only
affine roots and generalizes the classical resultant of n 1 1 homogeneous
polynomials in n 1 1 variables in the sense that they coincide when all
polynomial coefficients are nonzero. The sparse resultant coincides with
the Sylvester resultant if the system is comprised of two univariate polyno-
mials. See [43, 42] for the classical theory.
Unlike its classical counterpart, however, the sparse resultant depends
on the nonzero monomials only and therefore it has lower degree for
sparse inputs. More precisely, the sparse resultant degree is a function of
Bernstein’s bound on the number of affine roots [3], which is at most equal
to the classical Be´zout bound on the number of projective roots of an
n 3 n polynomial system. For sparse systems, Bernstein’s bound can be
significantly smaller as illustrated in Section 2.
We consider the important case of well-constrained polynomial systems,
i.e., systems of n polynomials in n variables with sufficiently generic coeffi-
cients and, hence, with a finite number of isolated roots. In this case the
quotient ring of the ideal is a finitely generated vector space, and the
simplest basis is comprised of monomials. We show how the monomial basis
is directly related to Bernstein’s bound and its computation is equivalent to
computing this bound. Our proof is very simple once the construction of
sparse resultant matrices in [7] is understood. This construction relies on
a mixed subdivision of the Minkowski sum of all Newton polytopes, and
this subdivision also yields the monomials in the basis. From the resultant
matrix a multiplication map is obtained which allows computation in the
coordinate ring and calculation of all common roots by means of an eigen-
vector computation. We formally prove a result implicitly used in previous
work, namely that we can recover all root coordinates from these eigenvec-
tors. The power of matrix methods is that they reduce the solution of the
given nonlinear problem to a calculation in linear algebra.
Bernstein’s theorem bounds the number of common roots by the
mixed volume of the respective Newton polytopes. Thus mixed volumes
determine the degree of the sparse resultant, express the effective degree
of the system, and, in short, give a measure of the intrinsic complexity
of the problem in the context of sparse elimination. On the other hand,
the complexity of our algorithms usually depends on the volume of the
Minkowski sum of the Newton polytopes. A central issue in complexity
analysis for sparse elimination is, therefore, the relation of mixed volume
to Minkowski sum. We settle this question by proving two results. First
we prove a lower bound of mixed volume by the geometric mean of
the Euclidean volumes of the given polytopes, which is a result of
independent interest. This is perhaps not new, but the author is not
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aware of any proof. Second, an upper bound on the ratio of Minkowski
sum volume to mixed volume is proved.
Sparse resultants have significant potential for applications involving
variable elimination and polynomial system solving. Techniques based on
ad-hoc resultants have led to impressive results on certain problems in
robot inverse kinematics, graphics, and modeling [32, 31]. Problems from
computer vision, robot kinematics, and molecular structure have been suc-
cessfully solved by the general sparse elimination methods discussed in this
paper, thus illustrating their practical relevance [15].
We start with an introduction to the theory of sparse elimination in the
next section and we continue with a comparative exposition of the previous
work in Section 3. The presentation of an efficient sparse resultant matrix
construction based on a mixed subdivision comes in Section 4. The definition
of monomial bases through mixed subdivisions and an algorithm for their
computation are presented in Section 5. Section 6 proves how monomial
bases specify multiplication maps and Section 7 shows how the latter allow
the recovery of the coordinates of all common roots. We relate Minkowski
sum volumes to mixed volumes in Section 8 based on a lower bound on
mixed volume as a function of Euclidean volumes. We apply these results
in Section 9 to formalize general upper bounds on the asymptotic bit
complexity of constructing monomial bases and sparse resultant matrices,
as well as of solving polynomial systems. Section 10 concludes with some
open questions. Part of the results on monomial bases appeared in prelimi-
nary form in [17].
2. SPARSE ELIMINATION THEORY
Sparse elimination theory considers Laurent polynomials in n variables,
where the exponents are allowed to be arbitrary integers. The polynomial
ring is K[x1 , x211 , . . . , xn , x21n ] 5 K[x, x21], for some base field K. We shall
be interested in polynomial roots in (K*)n, where K is the algebraic closure
of K and K* 5 K \h0j.
DEFINITION 2.1. Let f be a polynomial in K[x, x21]. The finite set
A , Zn of all monomial exponents corresponding to nonzero coefficients
is the support of f. The Newton polytope of f is the convex hull of A ,
denoted Q 5 Conv(A ) , Rn.
If we use xe to denote the monomial xe11 ? ? ? xenn , where e 5
(e1 , . . . , en) [ Zn is an exponent vector, then
f 5 O
aj[ A
cj xaj, ;cj ? 0.
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FIG. 1. The Newton polytope of polynomial c1 y 1 c2x2y2 1 c3x2y 1 c4x 1 c5xy. The
dotted triangle is the Newton polytope of the dense polynomial of the same total degree.
Newton polytopes model the sparse structure that we wish to exploit in
polynomials. Figure 1 depicts the Newton polytope for a bivariate polyno-
mial and compares it with the Newton polytope of the dense polynomial
with the same total degree, i.e., a polynomial in which every coefficient
is nonzero.
Newton polytopes provide a bridge from algebra to geometry since they
permit certain algebraic problems to be cast in geometric terms. Thus we
need some concepts from polytope theory. The reader may refer to [39].
DEFINITION 2.2. The Minkowski sum A 1 B of convex polytopes A and
B in Rn is the set
A 1 B 5 ha 1 b u a [ A, b [ Bj , Rn
It is easy to prove that A 1 B is a convex polytope [39].
DEFINITION 2.3. Given convex polytopes A1 , . . . , An , Rn, there
is a unique, up to multiplication by a scalar, real-valued function
MV(A1 , . . . , An) called the mixed volume of the given polytopes, which
is multilinear with respect to Minkowski addition and scalar multiplication,
i.e., for e, r [ R$0 and convex polytope A9k , Rn,
MV(A1 , . . . , eAk 1 rA9k , . . . , An) 5 eMV(A1 , . . . , Ak , . . . , An)
1 rMV(A1 , . . . , A9k , . . . , An).
To define mixed volume exactly we require that
MV(A1 , . . . , A1) 5 n!V(A1),
where V(?) is the Euclidean n-dimensional volume function.
Euclidean volume assigns the unit volume to the hypercube of unit edge
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length. This differs from the classical definition of mixed volume by the
factor n!. An equivalent definition [39] is the following.
DEFINITION 2.4. For l1 , . . . , ln [ R$0 and convex polytopes
A1 , . . . , An , Rn, the mixed volume MV(A1 , . . . , An) is precisely the
coefficient of l1l2 ? ? ? ln in V(l1A1 1 ? ? ? 1 lnan) expanded as a polynomial
in l1 , . . . , ln ,
We now study systems of n Laurent polynomials in n variables. Let
f1 , . . . , fn [ K[x, x21] be the polynomials and let A i , Qi be the support
and Newton polytopes of fi . A system is called unmixed when all supports
are identical; otherwise it is mixed. This article is concerned with the latter
and more general case. The shorthands MV( f1 , . . . , fn) and MV(A 1 , . . . ,
A n) are occasionally used for the mixed volume MV(Q1 , . . . , Qn).
The Newton polytopes offer a convenient model for the sparseness of a
polynomial system, in light of Bernstein’s upper bound on the number of
common roots [3]. This bound is also called the BKK bound to underline
the contributions of Kushnirenko and Khovanskii in its development and
proof [27, 25]. Its extension to arbitrary algebraically closed fields can be
found in [13].
THEOREM 2.5. Let f1 , . . . , fn [ K[x1 , x21, . . . , xn , x21n ] with Newton
polytopes Q1 , . . . , Qn . The number of isolated common zeros in (K*)n,
multiplicities counted, is either infinite or does not exceed MV(Q1 , . . . ,
Qn). For almost all specializations of the coefficients the number of common
zeros is exactly MV(Q1 , . . . , Qn).
Interesting extensions to this theorem concern the weakening of the
genericity conditions [9] and the case of roots in (K)n [21, 38].
The mixed volume is typically significantly lower than Be´zout’s bound,
which bounds the number of projective solutions by Pi deg fi , where deg
fi is the total degree of fi . One example suggested in [20, 30], is the simple
and generalized eigenproblems on n 3 n matrices. The Be´zout bound in
both cases is 2n11, while the exact number of right eigenvector and eigen-
value pairs in 2n, which is exactly given by the mixed volume. Problems
arising in robotic and vision applications confirming this disparity in practice
can be found in [15].
The two bounds coincide for dense polynomials, because each Newton
polytope is an n-dimensional unit simplex scaled by deg fi . By definition,
the mixed volume of the dense system is
MV(deg f1S, . . . , deg fnS) 5 p
n
i51
deg fi MV(S, . . . , S) 5 p
n
i51
deg fi ,
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where S is the unit simplex in Rn with vertex set h(0, . . . , 0), (1, 0, . . . ,
0), . . . , (0, . . . , 0, 1)j.
The computation of the mixed volume is equivalent to finding a monomial
basis for the associated coordinate ring, as discussed in Section 5, where
an algorithm is sketched. It is also equivalent to computing the start system
of a sparse homotopy [20, 45]. The complexity of mixed volume computation
is analyzed in Section 9.
The central object in elimination is the resultant of n 1 1 polynomials
in n variables. It is a single polynomial in the polynomial coefficients which
characterizes the existence of nontrivial common zeros. In sparse elimina-
tion, nontrivial roots lie in (K*)n and the sparse resultant of an overcon-
strained system is defined as follows.
Let c be the vector of all polynomial coefficients, regarded as indetermi-
nates, and let Z0 be the set of all such vectors c for which the polynomials
have a common zero. Let Z be the Zariski closure of Z0 .
A technical assumption is that, without loss of generality, the affine lattice
generated by on11i51 A i is n-dimensional. This lattice is identified with Zn
possibly after a change of variables, which can be implemented by comput-
ing the appropriate Smith’s Normal Form [40].
DEFINITION 2.6 [35]. The sparse resultant R 5 R(A 0 , . . . , A n) of
polynomials f0 , f1 , . . . , fn [ K[x, x21] is a polynomial in Z[c]. If
codim(Z) 5 1 then R is the defining irreducible polynomial of hypersurface
Z. If codim(Z) . 1 then R 5 1. Furthermore, the degree of R in the
coefficients of polynomial fi equals MV( f0 , . . . , fi21 , fi11 , . . . , fn), for
i 5 0, . . . , n.
The sparse resultant subsumes the classical resultant in the sense that
they coincide if the polynomials are dense [43]. In Section 4 we present an
algorithm for constructing determinantal formulae for the sparse resultant
which generalize Macaulay’s construction for the classical resultant. Polyno-
mial system solving using the resultant is discussed in Sections 6, and 7,
and asymptotic complexity is analyzed in Section 9.
3. RELATED WORK
A method for constructing generic monomial bases of coordinate rings
by finding the lattice points in the mixed cells of a mixed subdivision was
first demonstrated by Pedersen and Sturmfels [36]. A crucial hypothesis is
that the given polynomials are generic, which is also assumed here. Their
proof relies on reducing the general problem to binomial systems via Pui-
seux series and on certain known results from character theory. Our ap-
proach is based on a matrix formula for the sparse resultant [7] which leads
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to an immediate proof. Under appropriate choice of the various parameters
this yields the same basis. Moreover, Pedersen and Sturmfels studied the
asymptotic behavior of the associated trace form, thus bounding the asymp-
totic number of real roots.
Sparse resultants have been studied by several authors and several effec-
tive methods for the construction of matrix formulae exist, yielding matrices
whose determinant equals the resultant or a nontrivial multiple such that
the resultant can be recovered. The first efficient and general method was
presented in [7] and is sketched in the next section; the same article de-
scribed the computation of the actual resultant by two alternative methods.
The time and randomization complexity analysis is completed in [10], where
the resultant matrix is called a Newton matrix in order to differentiate it
from the Be´zout/Dixon and Macaulay matrices. A greedy variant of this
algorithm that typically leads to smaller matrices has been implemented in
[8] and some weakening of the randomization requirements were proposed
in [40].
Exact matrix formulae for particular classes of polynomial systems are
suggested in [41]; they are called Sylvester-type since they generalize the
Sylvester determinant for two univariate polynomials. The heuristic in [16]
takes a different tack in an effort to improve upon the upper bounds,
namely by avoiding the extraneous factor; it has been implemented and
has given some encouraging preliminary results [15]. All of the above
methods generalize Sylvester’s approach for two univariate polynomials,
whereas another alternative generalizes Be´zout’s matrix for two polynomi-
als or Dixon’s matrix for three [11].
Root-finding methods based on matrices have a long history. The classical
resultant provides a means for root-finding by the use of U-resultants [43,
29, 37, 6]. The reduction to an eigenvalue and eigenvector problem was
formalized in [2] and, independently, in [32, 31]. The latter articles discuss
alternative strategies for dealing with ill-conditioned or singular matrices,
some leading to the generalized eigenproblem; this is our approach in
Section 7.
The definition of monomial bases and multiplication maps is also possible
through Gro¨bner bases, so we can again reduce polynomial system solving
to an eigenproblem; this approach is surveyed in [33]. The sparse resultant
method takes advantage of sparsity and is faster on several applications of
moderate or large size; see e.g. [32, 15]. Nonetheless, Gro¨bner bases provide
significantly more information.
The problem of monomial bases is equivalent to computing mixed vol-
umes, for which various algorithms have been proposed. We relate our
proof on monomial bases to the Lift–Prune algorithm for computing mixed
volumes, which is the most efficient general algorithm to date [16]. Other
methods, exploiting special cases, were proposed in [20, 45, 44] in conjunc-
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tion with defining sparse homotopies for solving polynomial systems by con-
tinuation.
Our model of sparseness is based on geometric notions, namely Newton
polytopes and mixed volumes. A different model of sparseness simply
counts the number of nonzero terms [26].
4. SPARSE RESULTANT MATRICES
The main construction in our approach for establishing the result on
monomial bases and for obtaining the sparse resultant is the construction of
a matrix M in the polynomial coefficients, whose determinant is a nontrivial
multiple of the sparse resultant. We adopt the algorithm by Canny and
Emiris [7] and sketch its main properties. Details and proofs of the combina-
torial geometric properties of liftings and subdivisions can be found in [4].
Given are polynomails f0 , . . . , fn [ K[x, x21]. Let Q0 denote the Minkow-
ski sum of all input Newton polytopes
Q0 5 Q0 1 Q1 1 ? ? ? 1 Qn , Rn.
We shall define a subset of the lattice points in Q0 that index the rows and
columns of M. Since points in any Minkowski sum can be obtained in
several ways, we remove ambiguity with a technique from [40]. Select n 1
1 linear lifting forms li: Rn R R for 0 # i # n. Then define the lifted
Newton polytopes
Qˆi 5 h(pi , li(pi)) : pi [ Qij , Rn11, 0 # i # n,
and take their Minkowski sum
Qˆ0 5 Qˆ0 1 ? ? ? 1 Qˆn , Rn11.
Given any polytope in Rn11, its lower envelope with respect to vector
(0, . . . , 0, 1) [ Rn11 is the union of all n-dimensional faces, or facets,
whose inner vector has positive last component. In the rest of this article
we always consider lower envelopes with respect to vector (0, . . . , 0, 1).
The projection of all facets on the lower envelope of Qˆ0 onto Q0 induces
a mixed subdivision D0 of the latter.
The linear lifting functions li are chosen to be sufficiently generic, such
that every point in the mixed subdivision is uniquely expressed as a sum
p 5 p0 1 p1 1 ? ? ? 1 pn: pi [ Qi .
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This sum is called an optimal sum because the pi are specified by the
requirement that their lifted images add up to a point pˆ on the lower
envelope of Qˆ0. In other words, they minimize the aggregate lifting function
oi li(pi) over all (n 1 1)-tuples of points whose sum equals p.
The genericity requirement for li is achieved in practice by picking, for
i 5 0, . . . , n, a random integer vector of the coefficients of li . Each entry
is independent and uniformly distributed; the probability that the scheme
fails is analyzed in Section 9. For most problems in practice it suffices to
use one-word values for the li coefficients. It is straightforward to check
deterministically whether a particular choice of lifting forms satisfies the
genericity requirement.
A consequence of the uniqueness condition on optimal sums is that each
maximal cell s in D0 is uniquely expressed as a Minkowski sum
s 5 F0 1 ? ? ? 1 Fn , Rn: Fi is a face of Qi , i 5 0, . . . , n.
This is called the optimal sum for s under the specific subdivision. Maximal
cell s is the projection along (0, . . . , 0, 1) of a facet on the lower envelope
of Qˆ0 that is uniquely expressed as the Minkowski sum of those faces in
each Qˆi corresponding to Fi . A property of mixed subdivisions is that cells
are either mixed or unmixed, mixed cells being Minkowski sums such that
exactly one face in their optimal sum is a vertex and all others are edges [4].
DEFINITION 4.1. A mixed maximal cell of the induced mixed subdivision
of Q0 is i-mixed if its expression as an optimal sum of faces is
s 5 E0 1 ? ? ? 1 Ei21 1 aij 1 Ei11 1 ? ? ? 1 En,
where Ek is an edge of Qk and aij is a vertex of Qi .
It can be shown that, if V(?) denotes n-dimensional volume,
MV(Q0 , . . . , Qi21 , Qi11 , . . . , Qn) 5 O
i-mixed s
V(s).
The rows and columns of M are indexed by the integer lattice points
E 5 (Q0 1 d) > Zn,
where Q0 1 d is a polytope obtained by perturbing Q0 by some arbitrarily
small d [ Qn, chosen to be sufficiently generic so that every perturbed
lattice point lies strictly inside a maximal cell. The mixed decomposition,
corresponding to D0 , on Q0 1 d is denoted D0d . The obvious bijection e °
xe, e [ Z, between the integer lattice and the set of Laurent monomials
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allows us to consider E either as a point set or a monomial set. After the
perturbation, the set of points in the interior of a (maximal) cell is well
defined because no points lie on cell boundaries.
For every p [ s, for some cell s, define a row content function RC(?)
such that RC(p) 5 (i, j) if and only if aij is a vertex in the optimal sum of
s and i is the maximum index for which the summand is a vertex. Then
the row of M corresponding to p contains the coefficients of x p2ai j fi . Coeffi-
cient cik appears in the column indexed by column monomial xq if cik xq is
a term of x p2ai j fi . The entries of this row that do not correspond to any
column monomial are zero.
LEMMA 4.2 [7]. The above construction of M produces a well-defined
and square matrix with size uE u, where u?u denotes set cardinality.
We now sketch the proof establishing the generic nonsingularity of M,
i.e., nonsingularity when the polynomials have generic, or indeterminate,
coefficients. Let matrix Mˆ be obtained from M by specializing all coefficients
to powers of a new variable t and denote by Mˆpq the entry of Mˆ with row
index p and column index q, for some p, q [ E .
LEMMA 4.3 [7, Lemma 16]. For all nonzero elements Mˆpq with p ? q,
degt(Mˆpq) . degt(Mˆqq).
LEMMA 4.4. Every principal minor of M is generically nonzero.
Proof. Let N be the square submatrix of M corresponding to a given
principal minor and let Nˆ be the corresponding submatrix of Mˆ. If Nˆpq is
the entry indexed by p, q [ E , then
det Nˆ 5 p
q
Nˆqq 1 higher order terms in t: q [ E indexes a row of N.
By the previous lemma, this term does not vanish for sufficiently small
positive t, hence det Nˆ is nonzero. Now det N equals the product of det Nˆ
multiplied by a power in t, therefore it is also generically nonzero. n
This also implies that M is generically nonsingular. We can now summa-
rize the properties of M.
THEOREM 4.5. [7]. Matrix M is well-defined, square, and generically
nonsingular, and its determinant is divisible by the sparse resultant R( f0 ,
. . . , fn). Moreover, the degree of det M in the coefficients of f0 equals
MV( f1 , . . . , fn), while its degree in the coefficients of fi for i 5 1, . . . , n
is greater than or equal to MV( f0 , . . . , fi21 , fi11 , . . . , fn).
From Definition 2.6 the degree of det M is exact in f0 with respect to
the resultant degree, whereas an extraneous factor in the coefficients of
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f1 , . . . , fn may exist. For finding all isolated roots of polynomial systems
an exact expression for the sparse resultant is not required so we use M
to compute a superset of the roots.
M generalizes the classical Macaulay matrix since it reduces to the latter
on dense systems. The construction of M leads to the explicit construction
of the sparse resultant R by two alternative methods discussed in [7].
5. MONOMIAL BASES FOR COORDINATE RINGS
This section examines bases for the quotient ring K[x, x21]/I associated
to the ideal of the given polynomials. This is the coordinate ring of the
associated variety. Definitions and proofs of basic facts in commutative
algebra, needed in this section, can be found in [22, 43].
For n generic Laurent polynomials f1 , . . . , fn in n variables, the construc-
tion of monomial bases from mixed subdivisions was first demonstrated by
Pedersen and Sturmfels [36]. Theorem 5.4 verifies their result. We use a
different proof which is considerably simpler once the construction of the
resultant matrix M is established and which leads, in the next section, to
a constructive approach for finding the common zeros by matrix techniques.
The genericity of the polynomials is equivalent to saying that all coeffi-
cients, once specified, are sufficiently generic. Let I 5 I ( f1 , . . . , fn) be
the ideal that they generate and V 5 V( f1 , . . . , fn) [ (K*)n their variety,
when K is the algebraic closure of field K. Assume that V has dimension
zero. Then its coordinate ring K[x, x21]/I is an m-dimensional vector space
over K by Theorem 2.5, where
m 5 MV( f1 , . . . , fn) 5 MV(Q1 , . . . , Qn).
In addition, the ideal I 5 I ( f1 , . . . , fn) is assumed to be radical, or self-
radical, i.e., I 5 ÏI , which is equivalent to saying that all roots in V are
distinct. This hypothesis is implied by the genericity of the coefficients but
is removed in Section 7.
We add a generic f0 [ K[x, x21] to the set f1 , . . . , fn , in other words it
suffices to specify the support of f0 . We define the Minkowski sum Q0 1
d and its mixed subdivision D0d as in the previous section. Without loss of
generality we can choose f0 such that it has the constant monomial 1 as
one of its monomials. This follows easily from the fact that, given an
arbitrary f0 in K[x, x21], we can divide it by one of its monomials without
changing its roots in (K*)n.
Let B , E , Zn be the set of all integer lattice points that lie in 0-
mixed cells, in D0d . Equivalently, B is the set of all Laurent monomials
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with exponent vectors in the 0-mixed cells. By Theorem 4.5, uB u 5 m and
we can write B 5 h b1 , . . . , bmj.
An important property of the matrix construction of the previous section
is that postmultiplication with certain column vectors expresses evaluation
of the polynomials whose coefficients have filled in the rows of the matrix.
More precisely, for an arbitrary a [ Kn,
M 3
3
aq
3
45 3
3
a pfip(a)
3
4, (1)
where p [ E indexes the row of M that contains the coefficients of x pfip(x)
and q [ E indexes the column corresponding to monomial xq.
Since A 0 contains 0n [ Zn we can always pick, without loss of generality,
lifting function l0 such that Q0 contributes only its zero vertex 0n as a
summand to the 0-mixed cells. The proof of Lemma 5.3 formalizes the
requirement on l0 and proves the feasibility of this construction. By defini-
tion, every row indexed by a monomial in B contains the coefficients of
xb20
n
f0 5 xbf0 , for some b [ B .
The partition of E into B and E \B defines four blocks in M shown
below, where the rightmost set of columns and the bottom set of rows are
indexed by B . Submatrices M11 and M22 are square of size uE \B u 5
uE u 2 m and uB u 5 m respectively, while M12 and M21 are rectangular. Let
a [ V be a fixed common root. Relation (1) becomes
M3
3
aqc
3
abi
3
45 3M11 M12M21 M2243
3
aqc
3
abi
3
453
3
0
3
abif0(a)
3
4 (2)
where qc ranges over E \B and bi ranges over B .
By Lemma 4.4 every principal minor of M is generically nonzero, hence
the inverse submatrix M2111 exists. Then, we can define the m 3 m matrix
M9 5 M22 2 M21M2111 M12 . (3)
LEMMA 5.1. Assume that variety V 5 V(I ) has dimension zero, ideal
I is radical, and B 5 hb1 , . . . , bmj is the set of points in 0-mixed cells in
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D0d . Then, all vectors of the form [ab1, . . . , abm] for some root a [ V are
eigenvectors of M9.
Proof. We premultiply both sides of (2) with the non-singular matrix
3 I 02M21M2111 I4, (4)
where I stands for the identity matrix of appropriate size, and obtain
3M11 M120 M943
3
aqc
3
abi
3
453
3
0
3
abif0(a)
3
4, (5)
Let v9a be the column vector [ab1, . . . , abm], with bi [ B . Since a [
(K*)n, every v9a belongs to (K*)m; namely, it is nonzero: furthermore, (5)
yields an eigenvector equation
M9v9a 5 f0(a)v9a ⇒ (M9 2 f0(a)I)v9a 5 0. n (6)
THEOREM 5.2. Assume that variety V 5 V(I ) has dimension zero, ideal
I is radical, and B is the set of monomials corresponding to integer lattice
points in 0-mixed cells in the subdvision D0d of Q0. Then B forms a vector-
space basis for the coordinate ring K[x, x21]/I over K.
Proof. Let f0(x) [ K[x, x21] have generic coefficients. The roots a are
distinct and, by genericity, all eigenvalues f0(a) are distinct. This implies
that all eigenvectors v9a are linearly independent [22, Theorem VII.5.5, Exer.
VII.5.8]. By the previous lemma all eigenvectors of M9 are of this form.
If the monomials in B are not a basis of K[x, x21]/I , then a nontrivial
linear combination of them over K must belong to I . Hence, there are
elements k1 , . . . , km [ K not all zero such that, for every a [ V, o
m
i51 ki
abi 5 0. Construct now the square matrix below with v9aj 5 [a
b1j , . . . , abmj ]
as the jth column, where V 5 ha1 , . . ., amj; this matrix has dependent rows:
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3
ab11 ab12 ? ? ? ab1m
ab21 ab22 ? ? ? ab2m
3
abm1 abm2 ? ? ? abmm
4. (7)
This contradicts the independence of vectors v9aj so B is indeed a basis. n
In other words, we have defined a canonical surjective homomorphism
K[x, x21] R K[x, x21]/I : g ° g mod I 5 O
bi[B
cbix
bi, cbi [ K
such that g [ I ⇔ cbi 5 0, ;bi [ B . In words, every polynomial g is
mapped to the canonical representative of its coset with respect to ideal I .
It turns out that we can compute the basis without going through the
resultant matrix because the set B is defined independently of f0 . Consider
a mixed subdivision Dd of the perturbed Minkowski sum
Q 1 d 5 Q1 1 ? ? ? 1 Qn 1 d
induced by l1 , . . . , ln, where both li and d [ Qn are the same as above.
The subdivision is specified by defining Minkowski sum
Qˆ 5 Qˆ1 1 ? ? ? 1 Qˆn , Rn11
of the lifted Newton polytopes Qˆi and projecting its lower envelope facets
onto the maximal cells of Dd . The maximal cells in the subdivision are again
either mixed, when they are the Minkowski sum of n edges, or unmixed.
The sum of all mixed cell volumes is m 5 MV( f1 , . . . , fn).
LEMMA 5.3. Consider the mixed subdivision Dd of Q 1 d induced by
lifting forms l1 , . . . , ln . Then the set B of points in the 0-mixed cells of
D0d equals the set of all integer lattice points in the mixed cells of Dd .
Proof. Recall that Q0 is the Minkowski sum of n 1 1 Newton polytopes,
A 0 contains the zero exponent 0n, and D0d is the mixed decomposition of
Q0 1 d induced by l0 , l1 , . . . , ln . Any point on the lower envelope of Qˆ0
is of the form pˆ 1 aˆ0j , where pˆ is on the lower envelope of Qˆ and aˆ0j [
Qˆ0 . We will show that every such point, for appropriate l0 , has a unique
summand from Qˆ0 , namely the lifted image of 0n.
Consider points pˆ, qˆ on the lower envelope of Qˆ and assume that pˆ 1
(0n, l0(0n)) and qˆ 1 aˆ0j lie on the same vertical, for some a0j ? 0n. We can
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pick l0 sufficiently large so that pˆ 1 (0n, l0(0n)) is on the lower envelope
whereas qˆ 1 aˆ0j is not. For this it suffices to require that
l0(a0j) . On
i51
li(aij), ;a0j [ Q0 , a0j ? 0n, ;aij [ Qi . (8)
Consider a lower envelope facet sˆ of Qˆ, where its perturbed projection
s 1 d is a mixed cell in Dd . A similar argument shows that under condition
(8), for every facet sˆ, the sum (0n, l0(0n)) 1 sˆ is a lower envelope facet on
Qˆ0. Then the total volume of all cells in D0d of the form 0n 1 s 1 d, where
s 1 d is a mixed cell of Dd , is m. All of these cells are 0-mixed by construction,
hence there are no more 0-mixed cells in D0d .
An appropriate choice of l0 , therefore, establishes a bijective correspon-
dence between mixed cells of Dd and 0-mixed cells of D0d . The proof is
completed by noting that the integer points in the latter cells are of the
form 0n 1 p, where p belongs to a mixed cell of Dd . n
This immediately leads to an equivalent statement of Theorem 5.2.
THEOREM 5.4. Assume that variety V 5 V(I ) has dimension zero, ideal
I is radical, and let B be the set of monomials corresponding to integer
lattice points in mixed cells in the subdivision Dd of Q. Then B forms a
vector-space basis for the coordinate ring K[x, x21]/I over K.
This leads to the following algorithm, called the Lift–Prune algorithm,
for computing the monomial basis [16]. First, compute the Newton poly-
topes Q1 , . . . , Qn . Second, pick sufficiently generic lifting functions
l1 , . . . , ln and compute the induced mixed subdivision Dd of Q 1 d. Third,
identify all mixed maximal cells s of Dd and, fourth, enumerate all lattice
points s > Zn for each s. Each of these lattice points is the exponent of a
unique monomial in the basis.
The third step is the main part of the algorithm and, together with the
equivalent problem of mixed volume computation, has been addressed by
several authors as described in Section 3. The main idea of the algorithm
is to test all edge combinations, each combination including exactly one
edge from each Newton polytope. Each test is implemented as a linear
programming question that decides whether the centroid pˆ of the lifted
cell defined by n edges lies on the lower envelope of Qˆ or not:
maximize t [ R:
pˆ 2 tz 5 On
i51
Ori
j51
li jvˆi j: Ori
j51
li j 5 1, li j $ 0, i 5 1, . . . , n, j 5 1, . . . , rj . (9)
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Scalar t expresses the distance between pˆ and the lower envelope point
that lies on the same vertical, so a cell lies on the lower envelope if and
only if the optimal value of t is zero. Vector z is the unit vector along the
(n 1 1)st axis, called the vertical axis. Point vˆi j is the jth vertex of lifted
polytope Qˆi . The constraints ensure that pˆ 2 tz, which for different t
are all points on the same vertical, also lie in the Minkowski sum of the
lifted polytopes.
The combinations that pass all tests define a mixed cell. To prune the
search we eliminate edge combinations by inexpensive tests on subsets of
these combinations, relying on the observation that an edge combination
e1 , . . . , ek corresponds to a facet on the lower envelope of the respective
k lifted polytopes only if the same holds for every subset of these edges.
A public domain implementation of the Lift–Prune algorithm can be
found in the directory ftp://robotics.eecs.Berkeley.edu/pub/MixedVolume.
Section 9 analyzes the randomization and time complexities in the worst
case, in particular when no pruning takes place. A complete average-case
analysis is found in [16].
6. MULTIPLICATION MAPS
This section shows how matrix M9, defined in (3), is the matrix of the
endomorphism in K[x, x21]/I which expresses multiplication by polynomial
f0 , hence it provides a multiplication map in K[x, x21]/I . The matrix size,
for sufficiently generic coefficients, equals the mixed volume, thus the latter
provides a lower bound on the complexity of the problems studied in the
context of sparse elimination.
Multiplication maps are the essential object in solving polynomial systems
by matrix techniques. This achieves the reduction of the given nonlinear
problem to a linear problem whose computational solution is much better
understood and for which efficient public implementations exist. This reduc-
tion lies at the heart of resultant methods and is not new; nonetheless, it
is for the first time shown to hold in the context of sparse elimination where
polynomials are specified by their supports.
Again, we are assuming genericity of the coefficients, which implies that
I is radical, the corresponding variety V is zero-dimensional, m denotes
the cardinality of V, and K[x, x21]/I is an m-dimensional vector space
over K.
LEMMA 6.1. The rows of M9 contain the coefficients of polynomials
xbif0 mod I , for some bi [ B .
Proof. Premultiplication of M by matrix (4) has the effect of adding
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scalar multiples of the rows indexed by E \B to those indexed by B . Hence,
the row of M indexed by bi [ B now contains the coefficients of
g 5 xbif0 1 O
p[E \ B
kpx pfjp , kp [ K, 1 # jp # n.
On the other hand, (5) shows that each row of M9 corresponds to a polyno-
mial h which is a linear combination of the monomials in B , over K. Thus
g 2 h [ I ⇒ h 5 g mod I and the lemma is proven. n
Since B provides a vector space basis for K[x, x21]/I over K, every
polynomial g [ K[x, x21]/I can be expressed as a row vector vg [ Km,
whose entries are indexed by B and contain the respective coefficients.
THEOREM 6.2. Let M9 denote both the matrix and the associated endomor-
phism in K[x, x21]/I with respect to basis B . Then this endomorphism
expresses multiplication by polynomial f0 [ K[x, x21]/I ,
M9 : K[x, x21]/I R K[x, x21]/I : g ° gf0 mod I .
In other words, if row vector vg expresses polynomial g [ K[x, x21]/I , with
respect to basis B , then row vector vgM9 expresses polynomial gf0 [
K[x, x21]/I with respect to the same basis.
Proof. From the previous lemma, row bi of M9 contains the coefficients
of polynomial xbif0 mod I . Let g 5 o
m
i51 ci xbi, then
gf0 mod I 5 Om
i51
ci(xbif0 mod I )
5 Om
i51
ci SOm
j51
M9i j xbjD5 Om
j51
xbj SOm
i51
ciM9i jD.
If bj [ B indexes the jth column of M9, then the last polynomial can be
expressed as the row vector indexed by B with jth entry omi51 ciM9i j . By
the definition of vg we have
vgM9 5 [c1 , . . . , cm]M9 5 FOm
i51
ciM9i1 , . . . , Om
i51
ciM9imG,
and the claim is established. n
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7. POLYNOMIAL SYSTEM SOLVING
Matrix M9 allows computation within the coordinate ring. This is the
essential property in finding all roots of the given system of polynomials by
matrix-based techniques. Note that, although the computation of monomial
bases did not require the use of f0 , here we do need this extra polynomial.
This section exploits the form of the eigenvectors, demonstrated in the
previous sections, in order to show that we can recover the root coordinates.
This is implicit in previous works on solving systems by matrix techniques
such as [2, 31, 7, 16], but was never explicitly proven.
In computing matrix M by the algorithm in [7] we choose f0 linear with
generic coefficients. In practice, we let one coefficient be an indeterminate
u and we pick random coefficients c0j , for j 5 1, . . . , n so that
f0 5 u 1 c01x1 1 ? ? ? 1 c0nxn [ K[x, x21, u].
This is essentially the U-resultant construction, extensively studied in the
context of classical elimination. Recall that the resultant characterizes the
solvability of the system, therefore the addition of an additional, artificial
constraint f0 may change the solution set of f1 5 ? ? ? 5 fn 5 0 unless f0
includes free variable u, which takes the value 2oj c0jai j at root ai 5
(ai1 , . . . , ain).
The coefficients of f0 are chosen from some range of integer values of
size r . 1. A bad choice for c01 , . . . , c0n is one that will result in the same
value of f0 2 u at two distinct roots a1 and a2 , thus invalidating the proof
of Theorem 5.4. Assume that a1 and a2 differ in their ith coordinate for
some i . 0, then fix all choices of c0j for j ? i; the probability of a bad
choice for c0i is 1/r, and since there are (m2 ) pairs of roots, the total probability
of failure for this scheme is
Prob[failure] # Sm
2
D@r: c0j [ h1, . . . , rj, j 5 1, . . . , n.
It suffices, therefore, to pick c0j from a sufficiently large range in order to
make the probability of success arbitrarily high. Moreover, it is clear that
any choice of f0 coefficients can be tested deterministically at the end of
the algorithm. In the complexity analysis of Section 9 we assume that
the probability of choosing invalid coefficients is bounded by other error
probabilities or constant.
The construction of M is not affected by this definition of f0 . By abuse
of notation we write the new multiplication map matrix as M90 1 uI, where
M90 is a numeric matrix, u is the new variable, and I is the m 3 m identity
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matrix. M9 is defined in the same way as before, since no assumptions were
made about the coefficients of f0 besides their genericity.
To define an eigenproblem, (6) becomes, for the ith root ai [ V,
[M90 1 (u 2 f0(ai))I]v9a 5 0 ⇒ FM9 2 SOn
j51
c0jai jD IG v9a 5 0,
which implies that the ith eigenvalue of M9 is oj c0jai j and the respective
eigenvector v9a is the same as that in Section 5.
If the generated ideal I is radical then every eigenvalue has algebraic
multiplicity one. We can relax the condition on I by simply requiring
that each eigenvalue has geometric multiplicity one. Algebraic multiplicity
captures the usual notion of multiplicity, whereas geometric multiplicity
expresses the dimension of the eigenspace associated with an eigenvalue;
see [22, 43]. If there exist eigenvalues of higher geometric multiplicity we
can use the properties of the U-resultant to recover the root coordinates
[43, 29, 6, 31, 15].
By Theorem 5.4 each eigenvector v9a of M9 contains the values of monomi-
als B at some common root a [ (K*)n. Define vector
va 5 2M2111 M12v9a (10)
of size uE u 2 m, indexed by E \B .
LEMMA 7.1. The concatenation of vectors va and v9a lies in the kernel of
the homomorphism defined by the top uE u 2 m rows of M in (5):
[M11 M12]Fva
va9
G5 0, (11)
where 0 here is a zero vector of lengthuE u 2 m. Therefore the element of va
indexed by p [ E \B is the value of monomial x p at root a, where p indexes
some column of M11 .
It follows that vectors va and v9a together contain the values of every
monomial in E at some root a. Now we show that this typically suffices
for recovering the coordinates of a. This discussion holds for all kinds of
resultant matrices, including those of Be´zout/Dixon type.
LEMMA 7.2. Let p0 , p1 , . . . , ps [ E , s $ n, be a set of points such that
the matrix with ith row pi 2 p0 has rank n. Then, given va and v9a , we can
compute the coordinates of root a [ V(E ). If p0 , p1 , . . . , ps [ B then
v9a suffices.
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Proof. Let P be the s 3 n matrix whose ith row is pi 2 p0 . By linear
algebra, there exists nonsingular s 3 s matrix Q such that QP is an upper-
triangular matrix with nonzero diagonal d1 , . . . , dn [ Z.
Now consider the column vector wa of size s indexed by points pi , which
is in bijective correspondence with the rows of P: Entry pi contains the
ratio of the respective entry of [va , v9a] divided by the entry corresponding
to p0 . Vector wa is shown below.
Apply the sequence of elementary row operations specified by Q to the
elements of wa as follows: a row swap is an exchange of vector entries, the
scaling of a row by c corresponds to raising the respective entry to c, and
the addition of row i, multiplied by c, to row j corresponds to multiplication
of the jth entry by the ith entry raised to c. Let q denote this vector
transformation. The resulting vector contains aq, where q is expressed by
the respective row of QP, therefore it has the last s 2 n entries equal to 1.
Let a 5 (a1 , . . . , an) [ (K*)n and e2 , en , gn [ Z, then this transformation
can be written as follows:
QP 53
d1 e2 ? ? ? ? ? ? en
3
0 ? ? ? 0 dn21 gn
0 ? ? ? 0 0 dn
0 ? ? ? 0
3
0 ? ? ? 0
4, then
q : wa 5 3
a p12p0
3
a ps2p0
4°3
ad11 a
e2
2 ? ? ? a
en
n
3
adn21n21 a
gn
n
adnn
1
3
1
4.
The final step consists in reading off the coordinates of a from the
modified vector. The value of coordinate n is obtained by taking the dnth
root of the nth entry of the vector. The (n 2 1)st entry equals adn21n21 a
gn
n so
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an21 is the dn21th root of the vector’s (n 2 1)st entry divided by a gnn . The
rest of the root coordinates are computed in an analogous fashion; this is
in a sense the backwards substitution phase where the row elementary
operations are transformed so that they apply to the exponents. n
THEOREM 7.3. Based on the resultant matrix algorithm of Section 4, it
is always possible to find n 1 1 points in E in order to recover all root coordi-
nates.
Proof. By the lemma, it is necessary and sufficient to find n 1 1 affinely
independent points. E in the construction of Section 4 always includes
n 1 1 such points because the lattice spanned by E has dimension n. If
the dimension were lower every Newton polytope would have zero volume
and all mixed volumes would be zero. n
A simple procedure to find such a set of points is the following: Select
any set of n points from E and consider them as column vectors of a matrix.
While this matrix does not have full rank, add the minimum number of
points from E so that the matrix may achieve full rank. Continue until a
full-rank matrix is obtained, which is guaranteed to happen after selecting
at most uE u lattice points. This gives a set of n independent vectors; picking
an additional distinct point produces a simplex.
In practice it is typically both feasible and efficient to just examine the
integer lattice points until we find n pairs of points such that each pair has
vector difference equal to (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0). This is, moreover,
usually possible within B .
The remainder of the section looks at the eigenvector computation for
arbitrary polynomial systems. Moreover, we propose an alternative to add-
ing f0 , thus avoiding the increase of the number of polynomials.
This alternative is to ‘‘hide’’ one of the n variables in the coefficient field.
This produces an overconstrained system without adding extra polynomial
f0 , thus keeping the problem dimension low. Our experience with the
implementation of this algorithm suggests that hiding a variable is prefera-
ble for several systems in robotics and vision [15]. Formally, we consider
the given polynomials as
f1 , . . ., fn [ (K(xn))[x1 , x211 , . . . , xn21 , x21n21]
and proceed with the construction of M and M9 as before. We can ultimately
recover the coordinates of all common zeros as before under the hypothesis
that they are separated under projection on xn . Since we are free to hide
any variable, it suffices that there exists some xi that has geometric multiplic-
ity one for every root. Otherwise, we can solve an (n 2 1) 3 (n 2 1) system
for every value of the hidden variable.
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For arbitrary systems, the submatrix M11 which is diagonalized is the
largest upper left submatrix created by appropriate row and column permu-
tations, independent of xn , and nonsingular. In contrast to the previous
case, we do not have a priori knowledge of the sizes of M11 and M9, nor
is the reduction to an eigenproblem immediate, because M9 is a matrix
polynomial in the hidden variable xn . Assume that the highest degree of
xn in the given polynomials is d, then
M9 5 Adxdn 1 ? ? ? 1 A1xn 1 A0 ,
where the Ai are square numeric matrices. If Ad is nonsingular, the zeros
of the systems are recovered from eigenvalue l and kernel vector v of M9
defined as
M9(l)v 5 0
⇔ (Ild 1 A21d Ad21ld21 1 ? ? ? 1 A21d A0)v 5 0
⇔3
0 I 0 ? ? ? 0
3 3
0 0 ? ? ? 0 I
2A21d A0 2A21d A1 ? ? ? 2A21d Dd22 2A21d Ad21
43
v
lv
3
ld21v
45 l3
v
lv
3
ld21v
4,
where I is the identity matrix of appropriate size. A discussion of different
strategies for reducing to a generalized eigenproblem when Ad is singular
is beyond the scope of this paper; see [31, 15].
8. MIXED VOLUMES AND MINKOWSKI SUMS
A crucial question in the complexity analysis of these algorithms is the
relation between the mixed volume and the volume of the Minkowski sum
Q of polytopes Q1 , . . . , Qn in n-dimensional space. This is a recurrent
issue in sparse elimination, namely the expression of complexity bounds
in terms of the parameters measuring sparseness. Hence, the present section
is an indispensable contribution towards establishing a theory. A theorem
of independent interest is the bound of mixed volume from below by the
geometric mean of the Euclidean volumes. It is not clear to the author
whether this is known but, in any case, a proof is provided for completeness.
We denote by e the basis of the natural logarithm. Stirling’s approxima-
tion will be of frequent use:
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n! 5 Q Snn11/2en D.
For completeness we start with the result on the class of unmixed systems,
first shown in [7]:
Q1 5 ? ? ? 5 Qn .
LEMMA 8.1. For unmixed systems, V(Q) 5 O (en)MV(Q1 , . . . , Qn),
where V(?) denotes Euclidean volume.
Proof. For unmixed systems of polytopes, MV(Q1 , . . . , Qn) 5 n!V(Q1)
which is, by Stirling’s approximation, Q(nn11/2/en)V(Q1). The Minkowski
sum volume is V(Q) 5 nnV(Q1) and the claim follows. n
To model mixed systems we have to express their difference in shape
and volume. This is a hard problem in general so we restrict attention to
the case where all polytopes have a nonzero n-dimensional volume.
DEFINITION 8.2. The polytope of minimum volume is Qe , 1 # e # n,
such that
V(Qe) 5 minhV(Qi) u i 5 1, . . . , nj.
The system’s scaling factor s [ R, s $ 1, satisfies the following condition:
minimize s:
Qi 1 ti , sQe , i 5 1, . . . , n,
for some translation vectors ti [ Rn.
One of the most important inequalities in convexity theory is the Aleksan-
drov–Fenchel inequality [18, 1] which states that
MV2(Q1 , . . . , Qn) $ MV(Q1 , Q1 , Q3 , . . . , Qn)MV(Q2 , Q2 , Q3 , . . . , Qn).
for arbitrary polytopes Qi , Rn. This result, along with an extensive treat-
ment of the theory, can be found in [5, 39].
A consequence of the Aleksandrov–Fenchel inequality which is of inde-
pendent interest is the following lower bound on mixed volume in terms
of the geometric mean of the Euclidean volumes.
THEOREM 8.3. For any polytopes Q1 , . . . , Qn [ Rn,
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MVn(Q1 , . . . , Qn) $ (n!)nV(Q1) ? ? ? V(Qn).
Proof. In the proof we use
v(k1 , . . . , kn; a, b), 0 # ki # n, 1 # i # n, 1 # a ? b # n, On
i51
ki 5 n,
to denote the mixed volume of n polytopes chosen from Q1 , . . . , Qn where
Qi is repeated ki times. The value of v(?) is invariant under permutation of
the ki and independent of a, b; the latter serve merely as tags for counting.
The proof applies the Aleksandrov–Fenchel inequality as many times
as it is possible without duplicating any argument to v(?), where each
argument is an n 1 2 sequence. Consider the product of all left-hand- and
right-hand-side mixed volumes, denoted by L and R respectively. Clearly,
L 5 p v2(k1 , . . . , kn; a, b) : ka , kb # n 2 1,
which excludes precisely the ‘‘unmixed’’ volumes of the form v(n,
0, . . . , 0; a, b). Moreover,
R 5 p v(k1 , . . . , kn; a, b) : ka $ 2, kb # n 2 2,
which excludes precisely all mixed volumes v(1, . . . , 1; a, b). It is a simple
combinatorial exercise to see that the set of all v(?) is partitioned into those
appearing in L and the unmixed volumes or, alternatively, into those of R
and the mixed volumes. Hence, after cancelations,
p
1#a?b#n
v2(1, . . . , 1; a, b) $ p
a?b
v(ka 5 n, ki 5 0, ;i ? a; a, b)
⇔ MVn(n21)(Q1 , . . . , Qn) $ p
n
i51
MVn21(Qi , . . . , Qi)
⇔ MVn(Q1 , . . . , Qn) $ p
n
i51
n!V(Qi),
and the theorem is proven. n
This yields a lower bound on the mixed volume as a function of a
single polytope.
COROLLARY 8.4. If Qe is the polytope of minimum volume, then
MV(Q1 , . . . , Qn) $ n!V(Qe).
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Proof. The theorem implies
MVn(Q1 , . . . , Qn) $ (n!)nVn(Qe)
which yields the claim since both volume and mixed volume are positive-
valued functions. n
THEOREM 8.5. Given polytopes Q1 , . . . , Qn , Rn such that V(Qi) .
0 for all i, define Qe and the system’s scaling factor s as above. Then
V(Q) 5 O (ensn)MV(Q1 , . . . , Qn).
Proof. By definition,
Q , On
i51
sQe 5 nsQe ,
hence V(Q) 5 (ns)nV(Qe). By the previous corollary, MV(Q1 , . . . ,
Qn) $ n!V(Qe). By hypothesis V(Qe) . 0 so it can be eliminated, and
application of Stirling’s approximation completes the proof. n
This bound generalizes the unmixed case in which s 5 1. Moreover, it
is asymptotically quite tight, as seen by the following example. Let
Q1 5 ? ? ? 5 Qn21 , Qn 5 sQ1 ,
where s . 1 and Qe 5 Q1 . Then Q 5 (s 1 n 2 1)Q1 , hence V(Q) .
snV(Q1), and MV(Q1 , . . . , Qn) 5 sn!V(Q1). Therefore
V(Q)
MV(Q1 , . . . , Qn)
5 V S enn3/2 SsnDn21D.
For s 5 n2 and s 5 2n the lower bound becomes, respectively,
V(ensn/225/4) and V Sen sn21(log s)n11/2D.
We extend the result to the Minkowski sum Q0 of n 1 1 polytopes
compared with the sum of all n-fold mixed volumes D, i.e., the sum of
mixed volumes of all subsets of n polytopes. Note that, from Defini-
tion 2.6, D is the total degree of the sparse resultant. Let the scaling
factor s of n 1 1 polytopes be defined as the minimum positive real such
that
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Qi 1 ti , sQe , ti [ Rn, i 5 0, 1, . . . , n,
V(Qe) minimum among all n 1 1 polytopes.
THEOREM 8.6. Given polytopes Q0 , Q1 , . . . , Qn , Rn, such that
V(Qi) . 0 for all i, V(Q0) 5 O (snen/n)D, where D is the sum of the n 1 1
n-fold mixed volumes and s is this system’s scaling factor.
Proof. Q0 , s(n 1 1)Qe hence V(Q0) # sn(n 1 1)nV(Qe). The sum of
all n-fold mixed volumes is bounded below by the sum of n mixed volumes,
each on a set of polytopes containing Qe added to one mixed volume of
all polytopes except Qe which is at least as large as one of the other mixed
volumes. Then, by Corollary 8.4, D . (n 1 1)n!V(Qe) therefore
V(Qe) 5 O (en/nn11)D. This implies V(Q0) 5 O (snen(1 1 1/n)n/n)D and
the claim follows from limnRy(1 1 1/n)n 5 e. n
9. ASYMPTOTIC COMPLEXITY
This section estimates the complexity of computing monomial bases,
sparse resultant matrices, and all common solutions of a system. All bounds
are expressed in terms of sparsity parameters such as the total degree
of the sparse resultant, the support set cardinalities, and mixed volume.
Extensive time and randomization complexity analyses in terms of bit com-
plexity can be found in the articles presenting the respective matrix con-
structions [10, 16].
The coefficients of the lifting forms li , 0 # i # n, are rational integers,
with both numerator and denominator chosen randomly; equivalently, li
are rational vectors and lifting reduces to taking scalar products with the
exponent vectors.
LEMMA 9.1. [10, Lemma 11.1]. If all coefficients of li are chosen inde-
pendently and uniformly from an interval of size 2Ll, where Ll [ Z.0 , then
the probability that the lifting is not sufficiently generic is bounded by
Prob[l0 , . . . , ln not sufficiently generic] #
1
2Ll
1
2
r2n(r 2 1),
where r is the maximum support cardinality.
This error bound also follows from the analogous discussion on n forms
[16, Lemma 6.2]. This is the case when we compute mixed volumes and
monomial bases. A slightly tighter error bound is possible, but we shall
use the one above for simplicity.
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We have sketched the Lift–Prune algorithm for computing monomial
bases at the end of Section 5. Ignoring the pruning, the critical part of the
algorithm has to test all edge combinations by repeated applications of
linear programming as in formula (9). This may be solved by any polyno-
mial-time algorithm; in what follows we use the bounds from [23].
THEOREM 9.2. The worst-case bit complexity of the Lift–Prune algorithm
for computing a monomial basis for the coordinate ring of n polynomials
in n variables is rO (n)(log d 2 log «)2, where r is the maximum number of
vertices per polytope, d is the maximum degree in any variable, and « , 1
is the probability of failure of the lifting scheme.
Proof. There are r2n edge tests at most, each reducing to a linear pro-
gramming application with bit complexity O (n8r6(Ll 1 log d)2), where Ll
is the maximum bit size of a coordinate in any lifting form li , 1 # i # n,
and log d is the bit size of the maximum coordinate of any Newton polytope
vertex, by definition. The lemma implies Ll 5 O (n log r 2 log «) and the
general bound follows. n
For most practical applications an extra hypothesis is satisfied.
COROLLARY 9.3. If the lifting scheme has a constant probability of failure
and the system’s maximum degree in any variable is in 2r
O (n)
, then the bit
complexity is rO (n).
This is asymptotically optimal because the monomial basis problem is
equivalent to Mixed Volume which generalizes Convex Hull Volume which
is #P-hard [24]. Moreover, it has been shown that the mixed volume problem
is #P-complete [34].
Now we analyze the construction of resultant matrix M for n 1 1 polyno-
mials and the computation of the exact resultant R, which is obtained from
at most n 1 1 determinants of matrices constructed in the same way as M
[7]. Although combinatorial operations suffice in order to construct M, the
computation of R requires some algebraic manipulation. The typical case
is that coefficients are rational, so we restrict attention to this case.
Polylogarithmic factors are ignored; this is denoted by O *(?). Again the
construction of the mixed subdivision D0d requires several applications of
linear programming for which any polynomial-time algorithm may be used;
the following bounds are based on Karmarkar’s algorithm. A preliminary
analysis is found in [7].
We shall apply the results of the previous section to the complexity
bounds computed in terms of uE u. In order to focus on the more significant
quantities, we simplify the bounds on the algorithm’s complexity by assum-
ing that certain probabilities are either constant or bounded by the error
probability of the lifting scheme. These are, first, the probability of failure
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of the perturbation d in defining E 5 (Q0 1 d) > Zn and, second, the
probability that a bad extra polynomial is chosen. This polynomial is either
f0 , in the definition of an overconstrained system, or some other polynomial
needed in the computation of resultant R from certain resultant matrices
M, as described in [7].
THEOREM 9.4 [10, Theorems 11.6, 11.9]. Suppose that appropriate pertur-
bation d and extra polynomials, including f0 , have been chosen as needed.
Constructing resultant matrix M by the subdivision-based algorithm has
worst-case bit complexity
O * SuE un9.5r6.5 log2 d
«
D,
where « is the error probability for the lifting scheme. The complexity of
computing the sparse resultant from at most n 1 1 resultant matrices, when
the input coefficients lie in Q, is
O *(uE u2nLc),
where Lc is the maximum bit size of any specialized coefficient.
The cardinality of an integer point set is asymptotically bounded by the
volume of their convex hull [14], hence uE u 5 O (V(Q0)). Thus we can apply
our bounds on V(Q0) in order to estimate uE u in terms of the sum of mixed
volumes. This was denoted by D previously and is deg R here, since it
equals the total degree of the sparse resultant in the input coefficients.
Clearly, deg R is a trivial lower bound on the algorithm’s complexity.
COROLLARY 9.5. The construction of resultant matrix M for a system of
n 1 1 polynomials in n variables with all Newton polytopes of positive
volume has worst-case bit complexity
O * S(es)n deg R r6.5n9.5 log2 d
«
D,
where s is the system’s scaling factor, r is the maximum number of support
points, e is the basis of natural logarithms, and deg R is the total degree of
the sparse resultant. Computing R has bit complexity
O *((es)2n(deg R)2 nLc),
where Lc is the maximum bit size of any specialized coefficient. Under the
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additional hypothesis that s is a constant the complexities of the two algo-
rithms and the overall complexity are
O * SeO (n) deg R r6.5 log2 d
«
D1 O *(eO (n)(deg R)2 Lc)
5 eO (n)O *S(deg R)2r6.5 Slog2 d
«
1 LcDD.
Proof. Theorem 8.6 and [14] imply uE u 5 O (ensn deg R). n
For recovering all isolated roots given matrix M, one has to compute
matrix M9 and find its eigenvectors. We try to find n 1 1 points in B
sufficient for recovering the coordinates of the roots. If this is infesible,
there always exist n 1 1 points in E that allow us to recover the coordinates
through computation of vector va of Section 7, for each root a. The last
step consists in computing QP for the chosen points, as in the proof of
Lemma 7.2.
Let MM(?) be the asymptotic complexity of matrix multiplication as a
function of the matrix size; currently MM(k) 5 O (k2.376) [12]. It is known
that inverting a matrix and computing its determinant, its characteristic
polynomial, and all eigenvalue–eigenvector pairs have the same asymptotic
complexity as matrix multiplication within a polylogarithmic factor [46].
In the remainder of the section we concentrate on arithmetic complexity,
since the required operations, even for rational data, are carried out over
R or C. Moreover, computation is no more exact, so the results are approxi-
mative.
THEOREM 9.6. Given is a resultant matrix M associated to polynomial
system f1 , . . . , fn , which generates a zero-dimensional radical ideal. Let m
be the system’s mixed volume and E the integer point set corresponding to
the Minkowski sum of an overconstrained system obtained from the given
one. Then, all common isolated roots can be approximated with arithme-
tic complexity
MM(uE u) 1 O (uE un2) 1 MM(n)m.
Proof. The matrix operations to compute M9, eigenvectors v9a and va ,
if necessary, cost MM(uE u). Enumerating the independent points has worst-
case arithmetic complexity O (uE un2), since it reduces to a rank test on a
uE u 3 n matrix. For each of the m roots, an MM(n) operation produces
the root coordinates as in the proof of Lemma 7.2; in other words, it
computes Q so that QP is upper triangular and applies transformation Q
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to wa . This is once we have found n 1 1 affinely independent integer lattice
points, making up matrix P and the respective vector wa . n
The intuitive notion that the first step, namely that of computing M9 and
its eigenvalue–eigenvector pairs, dominates in complexity is verified by the
proof. In combining our bound on Minkowski sum volume and the cost of
root finding, we simplify the analysis by assuming that all Newton polytopes
have positive volume, related by a constant scaling factor.
COROLLARY 9.7. Given is a polynomial system f1 , . . . , fn in n variables,
defining a zero-dimensional radical ideal. Suppose that an overconstrained
system is defined, with sparse resultant R and constant scaling factor s. Then
the overall arithmetic complexity for approximating all common roots is
eO(n)(deg R)3.
Proof. We apply uE u 5 eO(n)) deg R and take MM(k) 5 O (k3) for simplic-
ity. Thus, MM(uE u) 5 eO(n)(deg R)3, which clearly dominates the second
term in the previous theorem. It also dominates the last term because the
total resultant degree in all coefficients deg R is not smaller than the mixed
volume of the well-constrained system. n
Gro¨bner bases methods for zero-dimensional ideals exhibit similar as-
ymptotic arithmetic complexity, namely, are simply exponential in n and
polynomial in the total degree of the polynomials [28]. The principal merit
of the sparse elimination methods lies in the fact that their complexity is
directly related to the sparseness of the given system and, hence, they are
expected to perform better for several problems in practice. Moreover, in
practice the complexity of the matrix methods seems to be significantly
smaller for problems of medium or large size; see e.g. [32, 15] and the
references therein. This is not to say that Gro¨bner bases are not important,
since they can provide more information than resultants.
10. OPEN QUESTIONS
The main open question concerns extending these results to non-generic
systems where the variety has positive dimension.
An interesting question is to quantify the relation between mixed volume
and Minkowski sum volume when polytopes are allowed to have zero n-
dimensional volume. In this case our lower bound on the mixed volume is
trivial and we need a different means of expressing the difference in shape
and volume of the given polytopes.
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